
THE RADIAL HEAT POLYNOMIALS
AND RELATED FUNCTIONS

BY

L. R. BRAGG(i)

1. Introduction. In a lengthy paper by Rosenbloom and Widder [9] and a

more recent paper by Widder [12], a detailed study has been made of necessary

and sufficient conditions for the validity of expansions of solutions of the heat

equation

du(x,t) _ e2u(x,t)

1    ; dt dx2

in terms of two basic sets of special solutions: (a) the set {t'/x,i)}"=o °f neat

polynomials and (b) the associated set {wjix,t)}f=0. The elements of the first set

ire defined symbolically and analytically by

(1.2) ti/x,f) = e'Dx ■xi = (- t)JI2Hj(xl( - Ai)1!2),        j = 0,1,2, -,

where H¡(x) is the usual Hermite polynomial. The element w/x, t) of the second

set is obtained by forming the Appell transform of the Vj(x, t). For t > 0, the two

sets {vj(x, — t)} and {wj(x, t)} axe biorthogonal on ( — oo, oo). The basic theorems

relating to the expansion of solutions of (1.1) show that

(I) expansions in terms of the heat polynomials are valid in a time strip in which

the solution satisfies a Huygen's principle while

(II) expansions in terms of the associated functions are valid in an upper half-

plane (t > a ^ 0) in which the solution has certain entireness properties. At the

same time, these theorems give rules for determining the coefficients in these

expansions both by real and complex evaluations. The L2 theory of such expansions

is then examined. Of basic importance in getting at these results are (i) the de-

composition of the fundamental source solution of (1.1), S(x,t) = (4Ttt)~il2 e~x /4',

in terms of these basic heat functions and (ii) the equivalence of the important

Huygen's principle to an absolute integrability condition on solutions of (1.1).

In this paper, we will be concerned with the generalized heat equation

(1.3) ^) = Vu(r,0

where p = 2(a + l), a> — %, and A„ = 82/dr2 + (p — l)lr ô/ôr. The operator A„ is
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the Laplacian in radial coordinates when p = n, a positive integer. Of particular

interest will be the obtaining of results analogous to (I) and (II) involving expan-

sions of solutions of (1.3) in terms of the two basic sets of functions related to (1.3),

the radial heat polynomials {R**(r,t)}f=0 anc» their Appell transforms

{R"j(r, t)}f=0. These sets are defined in terms of the generalized Laguerre poly-

nomials L(J\x). Moreover, for t > 0, the set {R^r, — t)} is biorthogonal to the set

{R*(r,t)} on [0, oo) relative to a suitable weight factor. Unlike the treatment

in [9], the solution of (1.3) subject to u(r,0) = cb(r) has an integral representation

with a more complicated kernel (involving Bessel functions). Nevertheless, we are

able to give a decomposition of this kernel in terms of the sets {Rf} and {Rf} and

examine the indicated type of theorems relating to representations of solutions

of (1.3). The restriction a > — \ is taken for simplicity because of the structure of

the asymptotic bounds on the Laguerre polynomials. The important case a = — \

can be readily reduced to the theory in [9] by means of the connection between

the functions Lj"1/2)(x2) and H2j(x).

We make no attempt to be as detailed or complete in ouï treatment as were

Rosenbloom and Widder. For example, we omit the complex evaluation of

coefficients in expansions as well as the L2 theory of such expansions. Rather,

emphasis is placed on the differences arising from the use of Laguerre polynomials.

These differences assert themselves in the bounds on the basic sets of functions,

the kernel of the integral representation of solutions of (1.3), and the decomposition

of this kernel. To avoid a repetition with [9], we state a theorem that equates the

Huygen's principle to an absolute integrability condition. This equivalence is

made evident by reducing the proof of the existence of a Poisson-Stieltjes integral

representation for certain solutions of (1.3) to the same types of arguments used

in [9]. This is handled by indicating the validity of the Tychonoff theorem for

solutions of (1.3) and by establishing suitable growth bounds on such solutions.

It will, at times, be convenient to consider (1.3) when 2(a + 1) = n, a positive

integer. For this situation, the decomposition A„ = D\ + ••• + D2, D¡ = djdx¡,

for rectangular coordinates will be useful in motivating relations between various

functions. Some of these will be meaningful even if n fails to be an integer. We

occasionally use symbolic operators, such as expííA^), for expressing solutions

of (1.3) and their properties in a convenient form. We interpret this operator by

(1.4) expííA,) • cb(r) = 2 ^-A¿ • eb(r)
j = o J •

whenever the series in (1.4) is meaningful. Otherwise, we interpret this operator

by means of an integral to be given in §3.

2. The radial heat functions. Let S^r, t) denote the fundamental source solution

of(1.3),thatis

(21.) S„(r, i) = (47tt)_"/2e"r2/4',     p = 2(a + 1).
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Let u(r, t) be a solution of (1.3) in some domain 3i(u). Then if (r¡t, — l¡t)e3(u),

we define the Appell transform [1] ü of u by

(2.2) ü(r,t) = Sll(r,t)u(rlt,-llt).

In terms of this, we can specify the basic set of functions. Let fe be a non-negative

integer. We define the radial heat polynomial Rk(r,t) as the analytic solution

of (1.3) subject to the condition u(r,0) = r 2itand its associated function Rk(r,t)

as the Appell transform of Rk(r, t). One can easily give explicit forms for these.

By (1.4),

Rl(r,t)  = exp(iA„)r2*

(2.3) = rU + k ) £     ,   1    ,   (k) r2W

and from this one readily obtains Rk(r,t). Although we will not use this information,

it will be noted that expííA^) • r2k, when interpreted by (1.4), is meaningful for

any complex p and Rk(r, t) is a continuous function of p. Observe from (2.3)

that for r ^ 0 and t > 0,

rU + k)
(2.4) Kfr.Oa       '  ,„>       (4t)'>0. k-0,1,2,-.

f(t)

For the purpose of getting at further properties of these basic sets of heat

functions, such as biorthogonality, let us now examine their connection with the

generalized Laguerre polynomials by means of a generating function. One such

generating function is immediately available for the radial heat polynomials. For

if we require ua(r,0) = e"1 to be satisfied by the analytic solution of (1.3), then it

can be checked directly in (1.3) that

(2.5) ua(r, i) = (1 - 4atr""/2 exp(ar 2/(l - 4af)),     1 - 4a/ > 0.

A comparison of this with the generating function for the Laguerre polynomials

[4, p. 189] shows that by making the choices T = 4af and X = — r2/4t we have

(2.6) ua(r,t) -   E TJLf(X) =  £ (4t)}Lf( - r2¡4t)aJ.
j=o j=0

In addition, we have formally

(2.7) expi/A,) ■ ea'2 = Ê   ^exp(iA„) • r2¡= E   ^(r,/)«'.
]=0 J- 7=o  J-
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A comparison of (2.6) with (2.7) then shows that

(2.8) R'}(r,t)=j\(4t)iLf(-r2l4t),    j = 0,1,2,-»

and this is the desired connection with the Laguerre polynomials. From the

form of the source solution, the following development results:

(2.9) S„(r, t) = (4j0 ""/2 2   ^-R%ir, 1 - I),       * > 0.
} = 0      J-

By an application of the definitions (2.2) and (2.3), we find the functions as-

sociated with the radial heat polynomials to be

(2.10) R%r,t) = t-2JSllir,t)R>}ir,-t), j = 0,1,2,-

when (r/i, — 1/i) is in the domain ^(R£). A generating function, üjr, t), for these

is given by

(2.11 ) uair, t) = S„ir, t + 4a) =  2   ^R%r, t),    t + 4a == 0.
j = o J-

From the fact that Sß ir, t) satisfies the semi-group property

SJr, t + 4a) = exp(4aA„) • SJr, t)

(see Theorem (6.4b) and (2.11)) it follows that

R"M, t) = ^Sßir, t + 4a)\    _   - i4\)%ir, t).

The author uses this relation to obtain a Rodrigues' formula for the Laguerre

polynomials that involves the Laplacian operator [2].

Next, from the orthogonality relations for the generalized Laguerre poly-

nomials [8, p. 205], it follows by (2.8) and (2.10) that for t > 0,

(2.12) [ Wtl(r)R>(r,-t)R»(r,t)dr = |;,^r^+;.)    tf Jmm fe

where

(2.13) Wll(r) = 2{nYl2r't-i.

This is the biorthogonality relation for the radial heat functions which permits

a determination of the coefficients in expansions of solutions of (1.3) in terms

of these basic functions.

Finally, when p is a positive integer n, we relate these radial heat polynomials

to the usual heat polynomials. We do so by a symbolic approach. Let

r2 = x2 + ••• + x2 and write A„ = D2 + ••• + D2, Dj = d¡dXj. With the factorization

exp(iA„) = n"=i exp(iD2), it follows by (1.2) and (2.3) that
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R"k(r,t)  = exp(/A>2< = exp(rA„)(x2 + - + x2n)k

(2.14) E    ( fc*   ) n-^*f

E ( )   flvaifitpf),
—   ti+... + kn=t;lk:SO   \'M>'t2>      >*»/    j = l

Í " )\fe1,/C2> "'J fen /

the usual multinomial coefficient. The choice í = — 1/4 in this gives a result of

Feldheim [5] when n = 2.

3. The integral representation for the solution. Let us now interpret the

operation exp^A,,) • <b(r) for more general (b(r) than that allowable by (1.4).

This can be accomplished by transforming the Poisson formula in p = n dimen-

sional space in rectangular coordinates to the radially symmetric form. The final

result permits an interpretation even if p fails to be an integer. We simply outline

the derivation here.

Let r denote the n-vector (ry,---,r„) and let fol, denote the scalar product

£l = 1r¡-íí. Let r = (r o f)1/2 Ç= (|o |)1/2, and dÇ = diy-di„. Now the

Poisson formula in rectangular coordinates is just

(3.1) u(f, t) = (4nt)-'"2 £   </>(?) exp [ - ¿(J-Ö o (F - I) J dl

where £„ denotes all of n-space. Let 9y denote the angle between the vectors f

and I so that (f -Qo(f- l)1'2 =r2 + Ç2- 2r£cos0!. Taking n ^ 2, we

introduce the spherical coordinates ({, 9y,-",0„-y) in (3.1) with 0 ^ ¿; < oo,

0 ;g 9¡ ̂  7T, i = 1, -,/i — 2, and 0 ^ 0,,-x ^ 2%. The Jacobian of this transfor-

mation is J = ^n~1sinn~29yS\nn~i92 ••■sin0,_2 and we must evaluate the integral

Í   ••• I    jexp j Y^os9y    sinB"2ö1]sinn"3Ö2---sin0B_2ii0i--iiöB_1.

By successive reductions of this through use of the Beta function and the definition

of the modified Bessel function (3.1) reduces to

(3.2) u(r,t) = ^ Kn(r,!;;t)<b(Qdtl

with the kernel

(3.3) K¿r,i;t) = ¿r»"*»«^-^+«,»%a-l (g) .

Of course, suitable continuity and growth restrictions are needed on <£(£) in
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(3.2) to ensure that the integral converges. We can now replace n by p in (3.2)

and (3.3). For future reference, we note that for t > 0,

(a) limK„(r,E;t) = W¿QS„(Z,t),
r-»0

(3.4)

(b) Um^(r,5;0-={(4w)1/2Si(r>0     tfJ£};

From the first of these, we can thus attach a meaning to K^O, Ç;t).

In order to develop representations of solutions of (1.3) in terms of the sets

{R"j} and {Rj}, it will be useful to examine the structure of KJj,t;;i) in terms of

these functions. This, however, will necessitate deriving some elementary prop-

erties of the kernel relating to these basic functions along with the development

of asymptotic bounds for these basic functions. We defer the latter question

to the next section.

Theorem 3.1. Let r ^ 0 and t > 0. Then

(a) R%r, - t) = J " Kßiir, Í ; t) (¿|)2^,

(3.5)

(b) R"jir,t) = jj K¿r,Z;t)Z2Jdt.

Proof. Now from (3.3) we find

K¿ir,C;t) = 4'-1""/2^^(r2"í2,/4%/2-1(g)

and thus the right-member of (3.5a) becomes

dt

The change of variables s = t\2\4t along with an application of the result of

equation (5), p. 135 of [3] (which also yields (3.5a) with r replaced by —ir) shows

that this last integral reduces to ( - 4t)Jj\L(j'l/2~l)(r2l4t). By (2.8), this gives (3.5a).

From the validity of the result for — ir in (3.5a), we get

R%r,t)  = Rj(i[-ir],t) = (-l)JR%-ir,t)

£ 00

This is just the representation (3.5b).
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Next, we examine the important time translation property.

Theorem 3.2. Let — s <t <s and let r ^ 0, n ^ 0. Then

(3.6)

(a) K¿r,n;s + t)= J" K¿r,Z;t)K,,iZ,ri;s) di,       t > 0,

(b) K„(r,i/;s + i)=  jj Kli(ir,i;-t)Kfl(il,n;s)dl,       t < 0.

Proof. Both results follow through an application of the formula (25), p. 50

of [4] for Bessel functions. The terms in the integrand of (3.6b) involve the func-

tions Jß/2-i with non-negative arguments so that the indicated formula applies

directly. The proof of (3.6a) can be reduced to the use of this same formula with

complex arguments through use of the relation Ia(rÇI2t) = e~ianl2J!t(rieinl2l2t),

a = p/2 — 1.

Finally, we note for later reference the interchange property

(3.7) Kll(r,Ç;t) = (ilrr-%(l,r;t).

4. Growth bounds and the kernel decomposition. Let us now examine growth

bounds for the radial heat functions. In decomposing the kernel (3.3) in terms of

such functions, we will need to know in what sense such a decomposition converges.

The bounds we obtain depend upon the connection between these basic functions

and the Laguerre polynomials. We need some of the elementary results obtained

in [9].

Lemma 1. If 0 ;£ r < co, 0 ^ t < co, and 0 < ô < co, k = 0,1,2, ■■•, then it

follows that

(4.1) |RiMs(1+±)''!|JMl±i>jV-

Now, it is known that if a ^ 0 and x ^ 0, then \T}?(x)\ ^ (a + l)/i!)~V/2

(see [4, p. 207]) with (a + 1),- = ni = i(a + k)- Then by (2-8)

l«Ar,-0|=i  -Vl.™
T(p/2)

By an application of Stirling's formula, there exists a constant A > 0 such that

for all k

T(p/2 + fe) ̂ A(^±±} " + W + p/2)]1'2

and we get the result :
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Lemma II. For r ^ 0, t > 0, there exists a constant A such that

k     t    n \(ß+l)/2

(b)    \^ir,t)\^Ai4nt)-^ {^!^)k {*+*}

(4.2)
,0i+l)/2

Further, let us note that since fa(r) _ (ir)V/r(a + 1) when a > — \ and

r > 0 (p. 14 of [4], formula (4)), we have

Lemma III. If t > 0, r > 0, and £ > 0, then

(43) K(rt\'t)<_—_e-o-i)2/4
K'} "( 'ç' , = (4ty/2r(pi2)e

We now have sufficient information to get at the desired decomposition of

E-Jyf,n;t + s). A further growth bound on the radial polynomials will be given

later.

Lemma IV. Let s > 0, ¿j 2ï 0, and n^O. Then we have

(4.4) K„(|,„;s)=W;(„)2   -RKtlffl ,     .
/ = o     24,»!r/^+z\

The replacement of £, by ie\ in this also leads to a correct result.

Proof. This results from collecting the coefficients of like powers of ¿; in the

series expansion for KJ&, n ; s). Thus

K^,n;s) = S^sWJrùe-?1** 2 (sr
,r0 /¡r(/ + p/2)

= s^,s)w^) 2  —( /// \-
/!m!^l-| + í)(4s)'^+2,/,m=0

:2]

•{(-iy^.W, + 4)¿("tfff,7"'>
(H

>-'2«j\rU+j)
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The reduction to R?(n, s) of the bracketed term in the next to the last series follows

directly from (2.3) and the remark following it. The result with Ç replaced by it,

holds since all functions involved here are entire for s > 0.

We now come to the main decomposition theorem for Kr

Theorem 4.1. Let s > 0 and 111 < s. Ifr,r\ ^ 0, we have

,a^ v, x     m/v    S       RÏ(r,t)RÏ(n,s)
(4.5) Kll(r,n;t + s)=Wß(n)-  E

,=o 2«l\r(JL+ A '

Proof. We consider two cases according as (a) t > 0 or (b) t < 0.

Case (a). From the relation (3.6a) and (4.4) we have

K^t + s) =   i" K¿r,C;t)   (w £ *,0?,s)£2' \^
Jo l      ,=o 24/,, rU- + i\ '

= Wll(r,)î   -R^>? ¡X K¿r,Z;t)Z»dt
i=o 24(/! rl-^+ij   Jo

and the result follows by (3.5b) provided that, say,

|!W|Z   -lR^fl    ,    f"|JC(,(r,i;0|-€24/«<oo.
,=o    2«/!r/^.+ A    Jo

Introducing the bounds given in (4.1) and (4.2), this series is dominated by the sum

W^n) • /lí/tes)-"'V2/8s+r2/4Ä(l + í/<5)"/2 • a

where

/4(p/2 + 0
oo        \ -}^ + ,f" p±iL}'

1 = 0 *>4I24' /! r GH
0 < ó < s — í. The limit of the ratio of the (/ + l)st to the lih term in this sum

(j is just (í + 8)¡s so that the theorem follows for s > t ^ 0.

Case (b). From (3.6b) and the stated modification of (4.4), we find (for s > 11\

and t < 0)
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Kuir,n;s + t)=   P K„iir,Z;-t)  ( Wß(n) 2 R^s^'    \
Jo I i=o     24,/!r(|+/j    >

=  Wl   -R'(r1^     .       f"Kßr^-tmfdl;
n,Ml\T\-+ l\     Jo2

and the result follows by (3.5a) (since — t > 0) provided that

But

j^ |^(/r,í;0|í2'^=  Jf|^'-1"''/2^/2^2-i (¿f )|«"<«.

= e'2/2' J* " KJirA'M^dcl = e '^'^(r,0-

Now, by the argument as used in Case (a), we get convergence of the dominating

series.

We can now make an application of (3.7) along with (4.5) to give further de-

compositions. Using the same hypotheses as those in Theorem 4.1, we can inter-

change the arguments r and n under the sign of summation in the right member

of (4.5). The factor W^n) remains unaltered in this.

Finally, let us note from (2.8) and (2.10) that the relation (4.5) reduces to

for 111 < s and p = 2(a + 1). Compare this with the relation (20), p. 189 of [4].

5. The coefficient behavior in convergent expansions. In this section we state

results relating to the behavior of the coefficients involved in convergent ex-

pansions in terms of the sets {R*j(r, t)} and {R*(r,t)}. Such knowledge permits

a characterization of the regions of validity of certain types of expansions in terms

of constants related to an entire function (the order and the type). The methods

for proving many of these results are similar to those in [9] but depend upon

different bounds. In most cases, these proofs are omitted except where a difference

arises because of the different underlying set of basic functions.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose that the series Z"=0o,-.Rj(r,i) converges at (r0,t0) for

r0 > 0, t0 > 0. Then
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(5.1) a,=0    I       f   ._     ,-^ Us;-», co.
U4ioW2-l+j}J j

Proof. By the assumed convergence of the series at (r0, t0), it results that there

exists a positive constant M such that, for all j, \ ajR"j(r0, t0) | ai M. Then for all

sufficiently large ;',

|«, | S M{*5(r0,r0)} - ^ f rWf by (2.4)
r(f+;)(4ioy

r 4f„ í  m n-((fl-i)/2+j)

- M*[   e   |t_1+;JJ '      M*=M*(^(o)-

We have just made use of Stirling's formula in the last step. This final bound is

just a restatement of (5.1). The lower bounds by (2.4) have the same form re-

gardless of the parity of k in Rk(r, t). The forms of these lower bounds change

in the case of the usual heat polynomials vk(x, t) according to the evenness or

oddness of k. Thus, we get a simplification here.

Remark. Since p ^ 2, it follows that we could obtain the larger bound of

M*[e/(4i07')]J for | a¡\. This larger and simpler expressed bound will prove to be

useful later when converse results are given.

Our next result on the behavior of the coefficients a¡ depends upon the Fejér's

asymptotic formula for the generalized Laguerre polynomials [10]. Let xe [e,ca],

£ > 0. Then as j -* oo,

L<;>(x) = n-i/2exl2x "(2oi+ W*/2- 1V4cos[ 2f»1/2 - ( ^±-1 \ „ + 0(jUo,-J,/4)

the error bound holding uniformly for all x > 0. Through use of the connection

(2.8) we have

Lemma. 5.2. Let t>0 and restrict r2/4t to some finite interval [e,eo], £ > 0.

Then as j -* oo,

Rfr, -1)

(5 2) =   (_ iy4lMe(2«-3)/4r-«-l/2e|.2/8f   f   4fj j j + ,/2 + 1/4

• cos [0>2/01/2 - ( -^ ) « ] + Oo«3-3*4),

the error bound again holding uniformly for r2/4t > 0.

With this, we can immediately obtain
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_^CO

Lemma 5.3. Let t0>0 and 0<e1 = a^r = t and suppose that Lj = 0OjR%r, —10)

converges for re[a,b]. Then a} = 0[(e/41 i01/) J + ('*~1,/*]-

Theorem 5.1. Let {fl/}"=o be a sequence of complex numbers such that

limsupJ^00{|aJ|1/J4//e} = 1/ff < oo. Then the seriesY.j = oajR%r>t) converges

absolutely in the time strip \t\<o and not everywhere in any larger strip.

This strip size is independent of p.

Proof. This follows by a dominated convergence proof by using the bounds

on | a; | in the hypothesis and the bound (4.1) if t 2: 0 and the bound (4.2a) if t is

negative.

Definition 5.1. An entire function is of growth (p, t) iff

limsup(è)N""=T-
j-*<x>      \e/V

Definition 5.2. A function u(r, f) satisfies condition H in a domain 2 if u(r, t)

is continuous and satisfies (1.3) in 3).

Theorem 5.2. Let 2,=0 ajR%r>t) converge to some function u(r,t)for |r| < a.

Then u(r,t)eH in this strip and u(r, 0) is an even function which is entire with

growth (l,l/4o-) in r2.

Proof. The uniform convergence of the series to a solution function u(r, t)

follows directly by the usual application of Harnack's theorem for temperature

functions [11] only modified to the R%r, t). At t = 0, this series converges to

«0,0)-. 2 a/3,
j=o

an   even   function    of    r.   Let   (0   be   selected   such   that  | í01 < a. Then

| ctj | = M {e/4110 \j}j+("~1)/4 for j suitably large and

lim sup l \aÁílj < lim sup---M1" í-rA-l 1+(""1)"  = -r^r.
/-»    • '  Jl      ~    j-*   e \4\t0\j¡ 4\t0\

Now let I í01 -y a to get the theorem.

We also have the analogous theorems holding for expansions in terms of the

Rl(r,t).

Theorem 5.3. IflimsupJ^ao4jle\bj\ilj = a < oo, then the series 2ZfLobjR^(r,t)

converges absolutely in the half-plane t > o and not everywhere in any including

strip.

_  00 w

Theorem 5.4. LetLj=0bjR%r,t) converge for t > er ̂  0. Then u(r,t)eH in

this half-plane.
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6. Expansion theory preliminaries. In the previous sections, we have given

most of the essential background for the formal work in developing expansions

of solutions of (1.3) in terms of the sets {R*} and {Rj}. Not all of these expansions

are meaningful, however. As an example, when p = 3, the function 1/r, r # 0,

satisfies (1.3) for all t. This function has a formal expansion in terms of the set

{Rj(r, t)}. If such an expansion converges at t = 0, it converges to an even function,

which would be the wrong function, and if the series diverges at t = 0, the expansion

is meaningless there.

We therefore need to be able to select appropriate classes of solutions of (1.3)

each member u(r, t) of which can be represented by a series of these basic heat

functions which converges uniformly in some domain to u(r,t). Of necessity,

these will be analytic in r2 for r k 0 in the appropriate time range (in n-space,

n integer and n ^ 2 if r2 = x2 + ■•■ + xB, then only even powers of r are analytic

in (xy, ■■■,x¿) in a neighborhood of the origin). In order to determine these classes,

we give the following definitions.

Definition 6.1 (The Huygen's principle). A function u(r,t) satisfies the

Huygen's principle for r^O and a < t < b, and we write ueH*, if ueH in

this domain and u satisfies the semi-group property

(6.1) u(r,t)=¡   K„ir,Z;t-t')uiÇ,t')dt foxa<t'<t<b.
Jo

Definition 6.2 (Absolute integrability condition). A function u(r,t)

satisfies the condition of absolute integrability for r =g 0 and a < t < b, and we

write ueA, iff ueH and there exists a positive function M(a',b') defined for

a < a' < b' < b such that

(6.2) r\u(U)\Wlfi)Stl(Lb'-t)dl<M(a',b'),    a'<t<b'.
Jo

The basic result relating these definitions that appears to be essential in the ex-

pansion theory is given by

Theorem 6.1. Let 3i denote the domain r — 0, a<t<b. Then ueH* in3)

if and only ifueA in 2>.

The analogous theorem is proved in detail in [9] and is based primarily on the

existence of a Poisson-Stieltjes integral representation for certain absolutely

integrable solutions of (1.1). Two important results used in this proof are (a) every

solution of (1.1) that grows no more rapidly than KeAx , K and A nonnegative

constants, for a < t < b satisfies the Huygen's principle over the part of this time

range in which the corresponding integral converges absolutely (Lemma 6.2 of

[9]) and (b) every absolutely integrable solution of (1.3) is bounded in growth

by such an exponential function. The proof of (a) is based upon the Tychonoff
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theorem ([7, p. 183]) while (b) is based upon growth bounds related to the kernel

involved in integral representations of solutions of (1.1). If we can establish the

analogous results (a) and (b) for the problem involving (1.3) with corresponding

kernel KJr,£,; t), then we can use the reasoning of [9] to prove our Theorem 6.1.

We lead up to these results through a sequence of elementary lemmas.

Lemma 6.1. Let R > 0 and let DR denote the rectangle 0 < r < R and

0<tz%c. Let B =DR — DR be the boundary where DR is the closed rectangle

Ogr^R, 0 = i^c. Then if (i) u(r, t)eH in DR and (ii) liminf^ro;1^tou(r, r) = 0

for (r0, t0) 6 B, it follows that u(r, t) ^ 0 in DR.

Proof. The argument needed here is similar to that in the proof of Theorem 5.2,

p. 184 of [7]. The omission of the segment r = 0 from the domain DR is required

because of the singularity in the equation (1.3) at r = 0. Also, if p = 3, the function

1/r fails to satisfy condition (i) at r = 0 but does satisfy the conclusion of the

lemma.

Lemma 6.2. Let x ^ 0 and let p > 1. Then we have

(6.3) xil2e-%/2_y(x) ^ b, ¡X n^l2e-"dn
Jo

where &„= a„/[2"/2_1r(l/2)r((p - l)/2)] with a^ = 1 if p ^ 3 and a^ = 2(""3)/2

if 1 < p < 3. The right member of (6.3) is a monotone increasing function of x

which has the finite positive limit bJ'Hp — l)/2).

Proof. By exercise 16, p. 121 of [8], we have

■1/2-1 -n/2

/„/2-i(x)= - sin^-^coshtxcosf?)^

2-2F (1) F(^i)    J°

p/2-1 fl
—¡-r-;-T-r-        (l-S2)("_3)/2COShsXííS.

X

>f»/2-2

The factor (1 + s)(" 3)/2of the integrand of this last integral has the lower bound

a^ on [0,1]. Then

2— r(L) r(i=i.) *

where we have used the fact that coshsx ^ e"x\2. The result follows from this last

inequality by the change of variables (1 — s)x = t;.

From this, we have the direct consequence
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Lemma 6.3. Let R ^ 0 and let 0 < t ^ c. Then we have

• R2/2c/•K-7ZC

(6.4) K,(R,R;t)^(2c)-ll2b,jo       n(H-3V2 j 'dn.

Lemma 6.4 (Modified Tychonoff Theorem). Let the following conditions be

satisfied: (i) u(r,t)eH in 0 < t ^ c for r>0; (ii) u(0 + ,r) = 0, 0<i^c;

(iii)limr^ro.,^o+M(r,0 = 0 for all ro,0^ro< oo; (iv)/(r) = max0<(Sc | u(r, t) |;

and (v)/(r) =0(ear ) as r-> oo for some a. Then u(r,t) = 0 throughout the strip

0<t^c,r^0.

Proof. Let R > 0 and define the auxiliary function UR(r, t) :

with A(R) = j*2l2cnl"~3V2e~"dri. Then by hypotheses, Lemma 6.3, and Lemma

6.1, it follows that the pair U^(r,t)±u(r,t)^0 in DR or -U^(r,t)^u(r,t)^U^(r,t)

in DR. Fix r < R and let R -» oo. By application of the growth bound (4.3), we have

t/£(r,0^-(8')1/,2/?""1-e-('-R)2/4' f(R).

bu(4t)
nil

#«*>

Since /!(/?) tends to a finite nonzero limit as R -> oo, it follows that UR(r, t)->0

provided 4ai < 1. If c is in this time range, the proof is complete. If c is not in this

range, replace the condition (iii) at t = 0 by the same condition at t = b, b > 0

and 4ab < 1. Then repeat the above argument a sufficient number of times.

We now make use of the following inequality, noted in [9], namely: if A, x,

and y axe real numbers in ( — oo, oo), 0 < t < oo, and 1 — 4At > 0, then

(6.5) Ayi-^Ç-lla    Ax2
4t       = I - 4At   '

Lemma 6.5. Let t' < t < t0. Then we have

K„(r,l;;t-t')lK„(ro,l;;to-0

(6-6^ t n\tt     t' \"'2
4(io-<)

Proof. We observe, by definition, that

2gM"

^)[4(i0-Ol

Kß(ro,i;t0-t') ^ —rrr1-S
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If we apply (4.3) to Kßir,e;;t — t'), it follows that the left member of (6.6) is

bounded by

(T3P-)"72 ¿Í/4**",°«PK2/4(ío - O -ir-02Kt - t')].

Upon applying the inequality (6.5) to the second exponential (its argument),

we obtain the result (6.6).

With these lemmas available, we now have the essential tools for applying the

arguments in §6 of [9] to prove

Theorem 6.2. Let «(/,() satisfy the conditions: (i) uir,t)eH, 0 < r < c and
CO   i ■

(ii)  J0 |u(r, r)  WJj^SJj^c — t)dr < M. These are necessary and sufficient that

uir,t) have the Poisson-Stieltjes integral representation

/» OO

uir,t)  = KJj&t) daß)
Jo

where J0" WJftSJS, c) | da© | < oo.

With this, we conclude our treatment leading up to the proof of our Theorem 6.1.

We only note that in proving that any solution w(r, i) of (1.3) which is bounded

by KeAr2 for a < t < b satisfies the Huygen's principle there, the condition (ii) of

Lemma 6.4 translates into

/•OO

«(0,0=        K„iO,(;;t-t')uiÇ,t')dt.
Jo

This indicates the structure demanded of« at the singular point r = 0. In particular,

if r = 0 is a removable singular point, then we can use this condition to redefine

u there.

We conclude this section with two theorems. One of these relates the time

independence of certain integrals to the Huygen's principle and the other shows

that the basic radial heat functions {R"j} and {Rj} satisfy the Huygen's principle.

Theorem 6.3. Let u(r,t)eH* for a <t <b and let v(r,t)eH* for a < — t < b.

Assume further that the following condition maintains for a < t < t' < b:

JT »TO| "(Í.01 déy £°  Kjj¡,r;t' - t) | vir, - t')| drj < oo.

Then the function git) = ¡o W^(¿;)«(<*,r)c(ij;, — i) dt. is independent of t in (a, b).

Proof. By writing a similar expression for git*) with, say, t* > t and a <t* <b,

we can replace «(r,i*) by ¡OKßir,e;;t* — í)u(¿;,í)d<¡; (under the hypothesis)

in this integral for git*). Upon interchanging the order of integration in this

(permissible by the convergence hypothesis), we find that the expression for
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g(t*) reduces to the one for g(t). The interchange property (3.7) and the con-

dition veH* axe needed to complete the reduction after this interchange has been

made.

Theorem 6.4. (a) All members of {Rj} are in H* for all t (real), and (b) all

members of {R'j} are in H* for t > 0.

Proof, (a). We could give this proof by resorting to integrals of special functions

directly. However, let us use the definition (2.3) and the result (3.5b). From (2.3)

we have for t > t',

j"K¿r,Z;t-t')R%Z,t')di

- r(H £('>•'>'-' (L7^r(î)[4(,-'',],"v1

= r(H í. i t^t (i)(f) m*-*r*'

The inner sum in this last double sum reduces to

(; )(4ty-'

so that this last sum gives R!)(r, t) by (2.3) and we have proved (a).

(b) This can be proved easily by application of Theorem 6.1. However, let us

give a proof by means of a generating function. Let t > t' > 0 and select a ^ 0

with 4a < t'. Then by (2.1) and (2.5)

(6.7)    f " Kß(r, f; t - f)S¿C, t' + 4a)dC= S,(r, t + 4a) = £   5- Rf(r, t),
Jo j=0 J-

this last holding by (2.11). However, if we replace S„(^,i' + 4a) in this integral

by its series expansion and interchange the orders of integration and summation,

we obtain formally that this integral reduces to
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00 j /»CO

(6.8) 2 =r. K„ir,t;t-t')Rj,i(;,t')dZ,
j=o J-   Jo

and (b) follows by comparing the sums in (6.7) and (6.8). The interchange above

is permissible if, say,

00 J        Í» CO

2   fr I «„(r, €; í - i')| ■ | -«?(«,í')I dí
j=0 J-   Jo

<   00.

By (4.3) and (4.2b), we can obtain a sum which dominates this. This sum converges

if 4a¡t' < I as is easily shown by the ratio test.

7. The expansion theorems. We are finally in the position to give the basic

theorems on the expansions of solutions of (1.3) in terms of the sets {R*} and

{Rfy. The three theorems given are analogous to Theorems 11.1, 12.3, and 12.1,

respectively, of [9]. The third theorem characterizes solutions w(r, f) of (1.3) that

have convergent expansions in the set {Rj} in terms of an integral related to the

Hankel transform. We have developed, in the preceding sections, the counterparts

to all of the essential elements entering into the proofs of Theorems 11.1 and

12.3 of [9]. Therefore, we omit the proofs of the first two theorems given in

order to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort.

Theorem 7.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that

CO

(7.1) u(r,i)= 2 ajR%r,t),
j = o

the series converging in the strip \t\ < a, is that u(r,t)eH* in this strip. More-

over, the coefficients a¡ in this are given by

(a)   aj =-j--r-   ^ W^u^-m^Ddel,   0<t<cr,
24j)!r(; + f    Jo

(7.2) V        ¿ '

1     d2J
(b) aj = m drTrM(r'0)l'=°-

Theorem 7.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that

(7.3) uir,t)= 2 bjR%r,t),
J = o

the series converging in the upper half-plane Ou^O, is that uir,t)eH* and

that   J'o00^- V2'8'! u(Ç, i) | di < oo in this half-plane. Moreover, we have

(7.4)  bj =-r   |      TOÄJ«,-I)««, O«, <7<'<co,
24;y! r
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Theorem 7.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that u(r,t) have the repre-

sentation (7.3), the series converging for t > a 2: 0, is that

i»00

(7.5) U(r,0 = (27r)-"/2r1-("/2)Jo   ^%2-i(/£)e~î2'<K0 <*£

where <¡>(C) is an entire function of growth (l,a) in £2. The expression (7.5) can

be written alternatively as

(7.5') M(r,i) = (27r)-"/2r(1-")/2^/2-1(r,r("-1)/2e-r2f <b(r))

where^^2_ y(r,\¡i(r)) denotes the Hankel transform of ip(r), namely ^/2 - i(r¿l>(r))

= jôiroll2Jiii2-i(r01r'(Ç)dÇ- Moreover, the b¡ in (7.3) are given by

bj = (-i)jcb^(0)l4\2j)l

Proof. Sufficiency. Now we have, by the integral representation (3.5a)  and

the Appell transform

*5M = *§£? Jo" r1-*12""'2 ï*IMJ«*-i$)m2idn

and under the change of variables r¡ = 2£í, this becomes

(7.6) R)(r,t) = f\-W*-*J&-i(T&"&J12 dt.

By writing <b(Ç) = ¿Z]°=oaj^2j an^ substituting into the integral (7.5) we obtain

u(r,t)  = (2ir)-"/2r1-^2 J^"%2-iK>-i2'{f^2^ dt

=   2/~*3<-4)'Sjo   [¿)     Jm-M)e-^(-4e),di,

=   £ ( - QT'aflfcfy     (by (7.5)) = £ bjR%r, t)
J=o j=0

with bj = ( - 4)~¡a¡ = <b(2J)(0)l( - 4)J (2j)l The above interchange of summation

and integration is valid if, say,

/• 00 /    00 \

Jo   |^%2-i(rç>-i2'|-   (Z|«y|{2'Jdf<oc,

This is dominated by the integral

/•CO /CO \

I »"•-tew«")«
which converges, because the growth condition on <b(Ç) implies that the inner sum

is bounded by Me?v, t' ^ a < t, for some M > 0.
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Necessity. Assume that 2j°=o&jR;(r,i) converges. Take Oct. By (2.10) the

series 2j°=0{M*¡í('"> — 0/'2j} converges for all r 3; 0 on t = c and by Lemma 5.3,

bj = 0[(ce/4/y+(M"1)/4] as ; -* oo.

Then

«(r.O =   2 bjR%r,t)
j=0

co /• oo /    c \ n/2

=   2ob, Jo   r '-^J^-xirOe^i - 4^y (-¿j     dZ

= jo    (-¿J     rl->»%/2_xir0e-t2,<K0dt;

with •#{) = Y,f=0bji-4i2)J= IjZoají23. We must prove that

/• OO /     00 \

< oo

to give validity to the above representation. But from our growth bound on b¡ as

/-» co, we have

lim sup — | aj |1/; = lim sup — 14% |w ^ c < cr.
/'-»CO ^ J-»CO ^

Thus $(£) is an entire function of growth (1, er) in Ç2.

Added in proof. The expansion theorems given here have recently been dis-

covered independently by D.T. Haimo [13]. Her notation and development differ

somewhat from that used in this paper.
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